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Robust Outdoor Panoramic View SLAM using Semantic
View Filter
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Abstract: Outdoor visual SLAM is easily affected by dynamic objects, such as moving cars and pedestrians. More-
over, panoramic view tracking has the problem of unstable feature extraction because of the image distortions. We
propose a V-SLAM framework with multiple virtual cameras robust to the dynamic environment and computationally
efficient while achieving stable camera tracking to solve these issues.
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1. Introduction
Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) aims to si-

multaneously construct a map of an unknown environment while
localizing a mobile platform. When cameras are used as the exter-
nal perception sensor, we call it visual SLAM. Many researchers
study V-SALM based on monocular camera [17], stereo cameras
[5], panoramic cameras [9] and so on. Panoramic vision can pro-
vide a wider view, more feature points, and rich texture informa-
tion. V-SLAM systems using panoramic cameras still face these
issues like moving vehicle interference, some views being too far,
image distortion, no real scale, etc.

In terms of outdoor visual navigation, Y. shi et al. concentrate
on BA-SLAM systems using GPS information [14], they use GPS
information to optimize pose estimation. Similarly, S. Shen et al.
used multi-sensor fusion technology on UAVs, and they mainly
used GPS information for global pose optimization [13]. But
their GPS information is all pre-calibrated; they don’t consider
the case when GPS has significant error as shown in Fig. 2. For
moving vehicle issues, K, Masaya, et al. [7] proposed a method
of using semantic segmentation technology to extract the mask of
the vehicle in the field of view and then remove the feature points
on the mask. But they are using simulated data and not tested in
the real world.

To get more accurate outdoor navigationwe propose a
panoramic V-SLAM with semantic view filter. The semantic view
filter method has three main properties as follows:
( 1 ) Multi-virtual camera system
( 2 ) GPS fusion in local bundle adjustment
( 3 ) Semantically guided feature selection and pose optimization
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Fig. 1 Running Visual-SLAM.

2. Related work
2.1 GPS loose coupling

How to use GPS cleverly in outdoor navigation is a hot re-
search topic. As we described earlier in Fig. 2, GPS can some-
times have large errors. However, GPS also has advantages such
as providing actual geographic information, data errors do not ac-
cumulate, sensors are cheap and easy to integrate, etc. Larnaout,
D.etc.[8] proposed a penalty term that takes into account the GPS
to the convergence of the BA. To avoid with aberrant data has a
very bad effect on the BA, they proposed an original BA with in-
equality constraint IBA. GPS constrain works only if it does not
degrade too much the re-projection error.It means that when indi-
vidual GPS errors occur, the system will not use GPS for attitude
estimation.This method has good results when there are only in-
dividual GPS errors, but when there are very many consecutive
wrong GPS like we go through a tunnel, the results are often less
than ideal.

2.2 Semantic segmentation
In the process of Visual SLAM tracking, it tends to perform

current pose estimation on all the feature points in the field of
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Fig. 2 Wrong GPS information in tunnel.

view, but among these feature points collected outdoors, there
are many low-quality feature points (such as distant scenes) and
wrong feature points (like moving objects). Using these prob-
lematic feature points for pose estimation is prone to errors. So
many people are committed to using semantic segmentation tech-
nology to find these problematic areas, and then do not use the
above feature points. As K, Masaya, et al. [7] did ,they removed
areas of sky and vehicles from view,This will make the remaining
points more credible, and the pose estimation will be more accu-
rate.But we are using panoramic images, which cannot be easily
migrated. Xu.etc[18] proposed a semantic segmentation model
of panoramic images. They used synthetic data such as SYN-
THIA and expand the panoramic image like a cylinder in perspec-
tive.Greatly reduces distortion issues in panoramic views.They
have achieved good results on simulated datasets, but the prob-
lem is that it is still uncertain whether they can perform equally
well in the real world.But the way they expands the panoramic
image gives us some inspiration.

3. Proposed V-SLAM framework
As shown in Fig. 4. We followed the ORB-SLAM framework

[10][11][2] and made changes in the tracking module and opti-
mization module.

3.1 View Filter for Panoramic SLAM
In the equirectangular projection image, we can find appar-

ent distortion. We build multiple virtual cameras to convert the
panoramic image into multiple perspective images to solve this
problem. Our multi-virtual camera framework maps the equirect-
angular projection image to 3D spherical space. Then we choose
some directions that we are interested in and render multiple per-
spective images at each frame as shown in Fig. 3.
3.1.1 Virtual Camera Generation Module

Generating virtual cameras relies on the camera center deter-
mined by the 3D points in space. These 3D points provide di-
rection and depth information which are the key Information for
rendering. It is important to avoid selecting the 3D points with
too large or too small depths as the virtual camera centers.

In practice, there are two corresponding situations. One is the
initialization phase. Because there is no virtual camera yet, vir-

Fig. 3 Rendered multiple perspective images. Multiple perspective views
are rendered from a panoramic frame.

Fig. 4 Overview of proposed Visual-SLAM.

Fig. 5 Virtual camera generation area. Left is in initialization, right is in
tracking.

tual cameras need to be generated in multiple directions. After
the initialization in the tracking phase, we only need to generate
a virtual camera in the forward direction area.
3.1.2 Virtual Camera Removal Module

Many selected 3D points will move farther away from the plat-
form as the mobile platform moves forward. These distant 3D
points are very detrimental to the accuracy of pose estimation. We
will remove those points whose depth exceeds a certain threshold
in practice. Also, as the number of virtual cameras increases,
more and more virtual cameras will have overlapping parts. It is
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Fig. 6 Vehicle mask by semantic segmentation.

Fig. 7 ORB Feature points mapping from rendered perspective images to
panoramic image.

necessary to remove some virtual cameras promptly to reduce re-
peated calculations. The distance between 3D points between two
virtual camera centers and the angle observed from the platform
is used to evaluate the overlap.
3.1.3 Semantic view filter

Semantic segmentation [16] is the process of clustering image
regions that belong to the same object class for a given image.
We extracted the mask of the vehicle using semantic segmenta-
tion as shown in Fig. 6. After getting the mask of the vehicles, we
can choose not to extract feature points from them. This process
ensures that our pose estimation is not affected by the vehicles.
3.1.4 Feature extraction

ORB feature [12] points are extracted in the perspective image,
and then the feature points are mapped from each perspective im-
age back to the panoramic space. The feature points extracted
from the vehicles, as shown in Fig. 7.

3.2 GPS fusion
As we all know, Global Positioning System (GPS) is a satellite-

based radio navigation system. Since GPS height information is
not reliable, only xy coordinates are used.
3.2.1 Map initialization

The map in SLAM system requires absolute direction and
scale. The GPS positions are used for pose estimation in the ini-
tialization phase. The algorithm sets the initial frame at the origin
of the coordinates and starts checking the x-y changes of the next
frames. In this phase, some frames with a small x-y change are
omitted. Then it can obtain the rotation and translation of the n-th
frame from the x-y position as the initial frame. The initial direc-
tion and scale are fixed by making the map from the origin and
the initial frame.
3.2.2 Reliability of GPS measurement

As shown in Fig. 2, GPS sometimes has large errors. We eval-
uate the reliability of GPS data. GPS measures the positions by
receiving satellite signals. When the platform is in a tunnel or
the center of a city with many tall buildings, there is signal ob-

Fig. 8 Camera pose estimation by GPS.

Fig. 9 Semantic segmentation on panoramic image and sky proportion in-
formation.

struction, GPS measurement is often inaccurate. Therefore, by
checking the proportion of the sky in the field of view, we can
infer whether the camera is currently in an open area that is easy
to receive GPS signals or in the areas that are difficult to receive
GPS signals.

As shown in the upper part of Fig. 9, We can extract sky areas
separately using semantic segmentation. Then we can get a pro-
portion of the sky at different frames. We can see that when pass-
ing through the tunnel, the sky completely cannot be observed.
3.2.3 GPS fusion in local BA

In several SLAM systems, the bundle adjustment is applied to
past sequential frames: local Bundle Adjustment (BA). We use
the GPS information in the local BA to constrain the pose esti-
mation in the global coordinate. Pose graph optimization (PGO)
[3] is widely used for nonlinear optimization in local BA. The
vertices are poses to be optimized, and edges are constraints in
PGO.

As shown in Fig. 10, the pose a keyframe is a vertex, and the
relationship between keyframes in the 3d space and the relative
pose constitutes a constraint. Usually, the constraint is optimized
in the fastest descent of bundle adjustment [1].

Lossall = Lossoriginal +W ∗
w

1 + e−20ps+8 (Pe − Pgps) (1)

Here we add GPS information as a unary edge; the constraint is
the difference between the x-y position of the pose and the GPS-
transformed x-y position. We use a nonlinear weight to control
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Fig. 10 Local bundle adjustment with GPS measurement.

Fig. 11 Sample frames.

the effect of GPS reliability on PGO.

4. Implementation and experiments
4.1 Dataset

We used sequential street-view videos of national roads as the
dataset. These videos have been taken with cheap and lightweight
panoramic cameras: Gopro fusion. The lengths are more than a
few kilometers apart, and there are both rural and urban roads.

4.2 Semantic Segmentation
We finally chose the DDRNET model [6] because DDRNET

employs a lightweight architecture reasoning on low-resolution
images and realizes very fast scene parsing. Since we did not
have a labeled training dataset, we fine-tuned the model using the
Cityscapes dataset [4]. Since some of our rendered perspective
images only contain a part of the image, we used a multi-scale
data augmentation method when training the model.

4.3 Experimental results
We show the performance comparison with OpenVSLAM [15]

and GPS information. OpenVSLAM employs several key fea-
tures of SLAM in ORB-SLAM2. As shown in Fig.12, OpenVS-
LAM lost tracking in halfway during outdoor long-distance track-
ing. Our proposed system ran the whole course and maintained a
certain accuracy.

Since OpenVSLAM does not have a real scale, it is impossi-
ble to evaluate it by the scale. However, the proposed VSLAM
obtains the real scale from GPS information to be compared with
GPS in more detail. In Fig. 13, on longer journeys, we can see
that the GPS information entirely coincides with the trajectory
we generated. We can only see the subtle differences between the
trajectory generated by the proposed VSLAM and GPS data in
the zoomed images.

The low proportion of the sky has an almost negligible weight
of GPS in optimization. Therefore, there was no interference
from the wrong GPS. It successfully passed the tunnel, and the
generated map is also quite correct. It clarifies the robustness of

Fig. 12 Trajectory comparison. Left: generated trajectory by OpenVS-
LAM. Middle: GPS data from GSI. Right: generated trajectory by
proposed VSLAM .

Fig. 13 Trajectory comparison in detail. Orange paths are from GPS. Blue
paths are from proposed VSLAM.

Fig. 14 Trajectory details around tunnel. Left: path is from GPS. Right:
path is from proposed VSLAM.

our proposed VSLAM system.
4.3.1 Tracking quality

Since we use multiple virtual cameras as the semantic view fil-
ter, as shown in Fig. 15, the proposed method did not extract
feature points from the moving vehicles. Accordingly, the pose
estimation is more accurate than the conventional method.

Since our pose estimation is more accurate, we can extract
more high-quality feature points. As shown in Fig. 16. Com-
pared with OpenVSLAM, the number of feature points that are
tracked on the map has increased. It also shows that our proposed
VSLAM is more robust than OpenVSLAM.
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Fig. 15 Tracking frame by proposed VSLAM.

Fig. 16 Tracking points comparison.

5. Conclusion
The authors believe that the VSLAM system should have

stronger adaptability and a good accuracy rate on some large out-
door maps, rather than only good results on indoor or outdoor
small maps. This paper presents a VSLAM framework based on
multiple virtual cameras with a semantic view filter. The pro-
posed method also uses GPS information combined with the se-
mantic view filter. In the experiment, we have shown that the pro-
posed VSLAM achieved good results on outdoor data. It still has
very good performance in various complex environments, includ-
ing urban or rural scenes, reflecting the robustness of the model.

Due to the semantic segmentation inference of multiple per-
spectives in each frame, it’s difficult to work in real-time. We are
looking for a deep combination method of semantic information
and feature points, which we hope could reduce the computation
time while ensuring tracking quality.
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